My Journey
My name is Vipul Gupta. I am 14yrs old boy. Stay with Mom, Dad and elder brother in family. My
father is businessman, mother is housewife and brother is studying in B.sc hospitality studies.
I am currently in10th standard in Shri Gauridutt Mittal Vidyalaya, when I was in 9th I helps my
mother at home in doing are housework during this I came across to be select for Graphic Designing
course from Salaam Bombay foundation I was very happy to see the AC bus in which we were going
to have a class I had never seen a classroom like this it was so excited to see this bus which was
looking like a very different. I have completed this course successfully with 100pec attendance in this
course I studying they thought me about various types of elements, heading, formatting images,
table forms, symbols, attributes etc. I also learn about lots of earning source for me in coming. On
the last day of this course they took us for a visit to Vile Parle for advance learning
I am now able to work on computer properly I have started making logo and many more thing after
completed this course I learn about many income generating fields where I can make my future in
this field like news editor ,reporter, animator, photographer etc. due to my regular attendance and
my performs after completed course I was selected for an advance learning of graphic design with
biggest company for advertisement .i was so excited when I join this company because I got to learn
more things and more information about Layout ,Content ,Font size ,Image editing in newspaper
and Advertisement and how to Design page and Highlight the topic ,Image related to content, Offers
etc. because of all this I was very curious and interested to practice all topics on laptop. but trainer
told us we have to go step by step first you have to draw your concept on notebook and visualize
content and finalize the layout.
I am thankful to Salaam Bombay for giving me this opportunity and their support. I will try to make a
career in this field
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